WIRING SCHEMATICS

GENERIC MOTORCYCLE

REVISION: A
NOTICE: This drawing is the property of Hi Performance Electric Vehicle Systems, Inc., and contains highly proprietary, confidential, and trade secret information of HPEVS. The recipients of this drawing agree (a) to use the information contained herein for their own purposes as is; (b) to take all necessary steps to assure the confidentiality of the information contained herein; (c) not to disclose the information contained herein to anyone who is not a personnel of the recipient or their authorized representatives; and (d) to use the information contained herein only for the purposes that are the subject of this drawing. This notice shall appear on any complete or partial reproduction of this drawing.

REV\1 ORIGINATOR DESCRIPTION APPROVED
A Initial Release 3/14/2010

REVISIONS

NOTES:
(1) BLACK AND WHITE NOT USED ON 2 WIRE POT. SELECT TYPE 3 PARAMETER.
(2) IF REVERSE IS NOT USED, CONNECT WHITE WIRE TO BLUE WIRE.
(3) USED SUPPLIED CONTACUTOR.
(4) USE 40A FUSE IN 650 SYSTEM. USE 30A FUSE IN 350 SYSTEM.
(5) MOTOR TEMP SENSOR NOT USED FOR MOTORCYCLE APPLICATION.
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